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Von Berg wins South american 70.3
championships in Buenos Aires
Rodolphe Von Berg emerged from
a tight 3-man battle on the bike leg
with a dominating 1:13:20 half marathon to finish in 3:46:16 with a
4:19 margin of victory over Reinaldo
Colucci of Brazil and 5:30 over 3rd
place finisher Santiago Ascenco of
Brazil. Von Berg led the swim with
a 23:25 split which gave him a 3 seconds lead on Fernando Toldi of Brazil, 5 seconds on Colucci, 9 seconds
on Paul Matthews of Australia, 11
seconds on Santiago Ascenco of
Brazil, 13 seconds on Paulo Da Silva
of Brazil, 33 seconds on Kevin Collington of the U.S,. 1:18 on Jackson
Laundry of Canada and 1:29 on Alex

Libin of the U.S. After a men’s second-best 2:04:53 bike split, Ascenco led the field into T2 by 1 second
on Von Berg (race-best 2:04:52
split), 3 seconds on Colucci, 1:59 on
Matthews, 3:14 on Laundry, 7:57 on
Johannes Moldan and 8:01 on Libin.
Early contenders fell off near the
end of the rude as Collington trailed
by 8:15 and Toldi by 9:46.
After a race-best 1:13:20 half marathon, Von Berg finished in 3:46:16
with a 4:19 margin over Colucci
(1:17:38 run split) and 5:30 over
Ascenco (1:18:53 run). On the wings
of a second-best 1:15:52 run, Laundry took 4th place.

Saitama Tour de France
Criterium 2018, Japan
Alexander Kristoff wins the sprints competition
at the end of a hard battle with the german Marcel Kittel

Two UAE contract renewals:
Rui Costa & Rory Sutherland
The two contract renewals add
to the robust UAE Team Emirates
structure for the 2019 season. Rui
Costa and Rory Sutherland (photos
Bettini) reached an agreement with
the team to continue their experience with the WorldTour team from
the United Arab Emirates.
The Portuguese world champion
from the 2013 Worlds, Rui Costa,
suffered this season due to knee
problems that are now all cleared by
the medical team. He added another
season to the already five-year run
with the team.

Australian Rory Sutherland, 36 years old, will be reaching his 17th
season. This year, he rode the Tour
de France and helped the team to
two stage wins, one with Dan Martin and one with Alexander Kristoff.
Sutherland also signed for one year.

Did you know that…
The bicycle created by Ernesto Colnago for the Eddy Merckx’s hour record in Mexico City in 1972
was a revolutionary bike. The chain had 100 drilled links (made by hand one by one) that saved 95
grams and could support 620 kilograms of force!
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